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Abstract: We present experimentally feasible designs of a dual-core microstructured polymer optical fiber (mPOF), which can act as a highly sensitive, label-free, and selective biosensor. An immobilized antigen sensing layer on the walls of the holes in the mPOF provides the ability to selectively capture antibody biomolecules. The change of the layer thickness of biomolecules can then be detected as a change in the coupling length between the two cores. We compare mPOF structures with 1, 2, and 3 air-holes between the solid cores and show that the sensitivity increases with increasing distance between the cores. Numerical calculations indicate a record sensitivity up to 20 nm/nm (defined as the shift in the resonance wavelength per nm biomayer) at visible wavelengths, where the mPOF has low loss.
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Introduction

Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) based on either silica [1], or polymers, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [2] or topas [3–5], are a class of fibers in which the cladding has an array of holes running along the entire length of the fiber. MOF-based platforms are interesting for biosensing applications, because biological samples can be probed by the guided light inside the holes without removing the coating and cladding of the fiber, maintaining thus the robustness of the sensor [6–10]. In addition, the air holes of the MOF may hold a biological sample volume of a few nL per cm of the fiber while still achieving high sensitivity, which is a significant advantage for biosensing applications. Geometrical manipulation of the fiber cross-section gives MOFs an extreme ability to...
increase the interaction of the guided light with the sample by a number of different configurations and working principles that have already been demonstrated. Typical label-free, fiber-optic biosensors are based on tracking the shift in a resonance (surface plasmon, gratings, Fabry-Pérot, etc.) introduced by the presence of a biological agent [11–22].

Given that a pre-required ability for a label-free biosensor to function is that it is able to work as a sensitive refractive index sensor we will discuss biosensors and refractive index sensors in parallel. The best sensitivities of label-free MOF biosensors to date have been reported in devices in which the sample modifies the phase matching between coupled modes. Rindorf et al. demonstrated experimentally a sensitivity of 1.4 nm/nm, i.e. a 1.4 nm shift in resonance wavelength per nm biolayer of a long-period grating [16], and recently Ott et al. predicted a sensitivity of 10.4 nm/nm in a four-wave mixing based label-free biosensor [17]. In terms of refractive index sensing, Wu et al. recently demonstrated a sensitivity of 30,100 nm per refractive index unit (nm/RIU) in a refractive index guiding dual-core silica MOF operating above cut-off of a selectively filled analyte channel [18]. This device, however, was not suitable for sensing refractive indices less than that of the fiber host. It has now been shown that coating the holes and using fluorinated polymer MOFs will allow to extend the regime of operation to low indices, such as water [19]. Yuan et al. demonstrated the design of an all-solid dual-core photonic bandgap fiber, in which a single hole between the cores acts as microfluidic channel for the analyte [20]. The predicted sensitivity was 70,000 nm/RIU. Town et al. reported a dual-core MOF sensor that could also use simple single-wavelength intensity-based sensing with a sensitivity (change in transmittance per refractive index unit) that could be increased to 169,711%/RIU by selectively filling the two holes between the cores of the coupler [21]. More recently, Sun et al. proposed a refractive index sensor based on a microstructured-core MOF, where coupling changes between the conventional and the microstructured-core depend on the analyte filled into the holes of the core [22]. The authors in [22] demonstrated sensitivity up to 8500 nm/RI, while the detection limit was 2.02x10^-6 for an analyte with refractive index of 1.33.

The experimental record sensitivity of 1.4 nm/nm was obtained using a long-period grating and requires therefore post-processing of the fiber, as does any grating or surface-plasmon based sensor. The theoretically predicted record sensitivity of 10.4 nm/nm [17] uses the inherent nonlinearity of the fiber material for four-wave mixing and thus requires no post-processing. However, it requires a long length of the fiber and high power. The dual-core MOFs have not yet been investigated for label-free biosensing but only for refractive index sensing. The dual-core MOF based refractive index sensors reported so far either require selective filling [18,19,21,22], have very small holes [21], or have an all-solid bandgap structure that requires to find two suitable materials that are also compatible for drawing [20], which can be very difficult [23].

In this work, we have numerically investigated a dual-core mPOF biosensor made of PMMA, in which an antigen sensor layer can selectively capture a thin layer of around 5 nm of antibody biomolecules via the antigen-antibody binding process [7, 24]. Dual-core MOFs were first fabricated in silica by Mangan et al. [25] and in polymer by Padden et al. [26], with some of the early modeling work being done by Hansen and Town [27, 28]. The main advantage of considering polymer MOFs and PMMA is that biomolecules can be attached directly to the surface of the holes of the fiber [24], avoiding in this way any further functionalization; combined with the fact that mPOFs can now be routinely fabricated with a wealth of different structures [29]. In other polymers, such as topas, intermediate layers still have to be used to immobilize the capture layer [3, 4]. So even though topas mPOF couplers are possible [30], we will focus on PMMA here.

The increment of the layer thickness due to the immobilization of antibody biomolecules will directly affect the coupling coefficient of the dual-core mPOF coupler, and thereby change the transmittance of the coupler. We have compared three dual-core mPOF biosensor structures with different separation distance between the two cores (1, 2 and 3 holes separation). Apriori, the largest separation should result in the largest sensitivity [31] and this is what has been observed. A sensitivity of around 20 nm/nm is achieved for a 15 cm long
device at visible wavelengths, where the mPOF exhibits the lowest loss. This is the highest reported sensitivity for a MOF biosensor. The structural parameters of the mPOF biosensor are kept experimentally feasible, both in terms of the pitch and hole diameter of the preform as well as in terms of the device length, when taking into consideration the loss and ease of fabrication and handling.

2. Design parameters of mPOF biosensor

The proposed dual-core mPOF is a standard index guiding fiber with a hexagonal hole structure with pitch \( \Lambda = 2 \mu m \) and hole size \( d = 1 \mu m \), as shown in Fig. 1(a). The relative hole size of \( d/\Lambda = 0.5 \) assures single-mode operation of the sensor with water in the holes. We consider structures, in which the two cores are separated by either 1, 2, or 3 holes, i.e., by either \( 2\Lambda, 3\Lambda \) or \( 4\Lambda \). We consider a maximum separation distance between the cores of 3 holes (or \( 4\Lambda \)) mainly because when the distance between the cores increases, small fluctuations in fiber diameter due to fabrication tolerances may affect the performance of the sensor. In this section, we first focus on the \( 3\Lambda \) (or 2-hole) separation for the detailed operation, while in the next sections we compare the different separations in terms of sensitivity. We consider as an example label-free antibody detection using the highly selective antigen-antibody binding [24]. The mPOF biosensor is functionalized for antibody detection by immobilization of an antigen sensor layer onto the walls of the holes. This sensor layer can consist of a functionalization layer of a certain thickness (e.g., biotin) in addition to the antigen layer. We will as an example consider a sensor suitable for sensing the antibody \( \alpha \)-streptavidin with thickness \( t_a = 5 \text{ nm} \) [37]. In this case the antigen layer has a thickness of about 10 nm [37]. In order to be able to make a direct comparison of our biosensor with the record sensitivity of the four-wave mixing biosensor proposed in [17], we consider a thickness of the sensor layer of \( t_s = 40 \text{ nm} \), as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). We consider PMMA as the fiber material because it allows easy binding of biomolecules [24]. It is worth noting that in a PMMA mPOF, the thickness of the sensor layer can be reduced to 10 nm (the thickness of the antigen layer only) compared to a silica MOF, since intermediate functionalization layers can be avoided. We calculated the sensitivity for both a thickness of \( t_s = 40 \text{ nm} \) and \( t_s = 10 \text{ nm} \) and we found the difference to be small (section 3.2, Fig. 6-a). In this section, we focus on the case of \( t_s = 40 \text{ nm} \).

![Fig. 1. (a) Hexagonal hole pattern of a dual-core mPOF biosensor with pitch \( \Lambda = 2 \mu m \) and hole diameter \( d = 1 \mu m \). (b) The two cores are separated by a distance of \( 3\Lambda \). (c) Water filled hole with a sensor layer of \( t_s = 40 \text{ nm} \) and an attached layer of biomolecules of thickness \( t_a = 5 \text{ nm} \).](image)

We always consider the holes of the mPOF biosensor filled with water, mainly for two reasons: 1) because water reduces the refractive index contrast between cladding-core,
enabling thus single-mode operation of the fiber above 500 nm, and 2) the introduction of samples in aqueous solution into the sensor might leave remnants of water, which from an experimental point of view is difficult to remove. Infiltration techniques have been previously demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally, where water infusion can be achieved either applying capillary forces or with low pressure in pressure chambers, even in holes with diameters of 1 micron [32, 33]. The dispersion of water and PMMA has been included in our calculations based on their Sellmeier equations [34, 35]. The refractive index and material dispersion of the layer of biomolecules depend on the orientation of the molecules. However, experimental measurements with MOF biosensors have shown that a refractive index of $n = 1.45$ for $\alpha$-streptavidin biomolecules is a realistic assumption [16]. We therefore use $n = 1.45$ and neglect dispersion of the thin layer of biomolecules. The numerical investigation of the dual-core mPOF biosensor is done by employing the fully vectorial integrated mode solver of the commercially available *Lumerical FDTD solutions* software. The effective indices of the fundamental guided modes are computed based on finite difference analysis using Yee’s mesh and the index averaging technique [36].

The proposed structures of the dual-core mPOF biosensor can be fabricated with a two-stage drawing process using a realistic preform of diameter of 6 cm with holes of 2 mm diameter drilled into it. An important parameter of the proposed PMMA-based biosensor is the loss. We have experimentally measured the loss of a single-core PMMA mPOF with a diameter of 130 $\mu$m fabricated at DTU Fotonik with the same relative hole size of $d/\Lambda = 0.5$ as the proposed dual-core structure (see inset in Fig. 2).

We used the cut-back technique and measured the output power of the mPOF at 14 different lengths, starting from 55 cm, using a broadband source (SuperK from NKT photonics). The measurements are performed with great care in order to minimize errors from coupling in/out instabilities, cleaving quality, bending effects, etc. Figure 2 shows the experimentally measured loss of the fiber to be around 5 - 30 dB/m which is significantly higher than the record of 0.1 - 1 dB/m for the range of 500 - 850 nm stated in [29]. However, the mPOF is made from a cheap low-purity PMMA with non-optimal preform fabrication conditions. Further optimization in terms of cooling liquid used in preform drilling and proper washing and drying in clean atmosphere after drilling, are underway. Given the loss we will use fiber lengths less than 15 cm.

![Fig. 2. Loss profile of an mPOF with d/\Lambda = 0.5. Inset: Cross-section of the fiber.](image)

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Sensing mechanism – transmittance

The cores of the mPOF form a balanced linear directional coupler, in which light in the two cores interact due to a weak overlap of their evanescent fields, enabling a periodic transfer of the optical power from one core to the other [27,28,38]. This coupling can be understood and
analyzed in terms of a pair of supermodes; a symmetric (even) and an asymmetric (odd) supermode. Figures 3(a-b) shows the even and odd x-polarized intensity distribution of the supermodes of a water-filled dual-core mPOF with 2 holes between the solid cores, while Fig. 3(c) shows the effective index difference between the x- and y-polarization of the supermodes. Although the difference between the effective indices is relative small, the two orthogonal polarizations may yield differences in the coupling length. In any case, the sensing mechanism remains the same and thus only one (x-polarization) is shown here. Experimentally, the elimination of the other polarization can be done via the insertion of a polarizer as proposed by Wu et al. [18].

![Electric field distribution of the even (a) and odd (b) x-polarized supermode at 1 μm wavelength for the mPOF structure with 3Λ separation between the cores. (c) Effective index difference of the x (solid line) and y (dotted line) polarizations.](image)

Given the effective index difference, we can now determine how the capture of a biolayer of a certain thickness \( t \) on the walls of the holes of the mPOF affects the coupling length of the biosensor, \( L_C \), which is given by:

\[
L_C = \frac{\lambda}{2\Delta n_{eff}(\lambda,t)}
\]  

The coupling length of the dual-core mPOF with 2 holes between the cores decreases monotonically with wavelength as shown in Fig. 4(a). Addition of the antigen sensor layer with 40 nm thickness onto the walls of the holes in the mPOF significantly reduces the coupling length, for all wavelengths. The additional 5 nm thick layer of captured α-streptavidin biomolecules decreases the coupling length even further.

![Coupling length versus wavelength of the dual-core mPOF biosensor with two holes (3Λ) between the cores, and a 0 nm (solid line), 40nm (dashed), and 45 nm biolayer immobilized onto the walls of the holes. (b) Coupling length of the dual-core mPOF with immobilized 40 nm sensor layer for 2Λ (dotted), 3Λ (dashed), and 4Λ (solid) separation distance between the cores.](image)
In Fig. 4(b) we compare the coupling length for a dual-core biosensor (i.e., a coupler with 40 nm sensor layer) with 1, 2, and 3 holes between the cores. As expected we see that the coupling length increases with the core-separation because the overlap of the evanescent tails of the core modes becomes weaker. We also see that 3 holes is the maximum separation we can use if we want a fiber length of less than 15 cm below 650 nm.

From the coupling length \( L_C \), we can calculate the transmittance of the biosensor using the following expression:

\[
T = \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi L/2}{L_C} \right)
\]  

(2)

where \( L \) is the length of the fiber. Figure 5 shows the transmittance (output power \( P_{\text{OUT}} \) relative to input power \( P_{\text{IN}} \)) of a 7 cm long dual-core biosensor in the spectral range 500-800 nm. It clearly demonstrates how the addition of a biolayer changes the transmission by blue-shifting the extrema. Such a transmission spectrum allows for two different sensing schemes: (1) In the perhaps simplest scheme one can use a single-wavelength source and sense the transmitted power, in which case the highest sensitivity would be obtained by biasing the sensor to 50% transmittance [20,21]. (2) One can also use a broadband source and detector and sense the change in wavelength of an extremum [20].

Here we focus on the broadband scheme and track the shift of the extrema, as one would when using a long-period grating [16] or four-wave mixing for the sensing [17]. From Fig. 5 we see that the shift is largest for the lowest wavelength extremum. The first extremum will always be a minimum, which is obtained for \( L_C = L \), for which \( T = 0 \). However, from Fig. 4 we see that \( L_C \) is always below 7 cm in the 500-800 nm window for a 45 nm biolayer. Thus the capture of the 5nm antibody biolayer should shift this minimum out of the window, which is confirmed in Fig. 5. The first maximum at \( \lambda_1 = 605 \text{ nm} \) blue-shifts by 20 nm when the 5 nm antibody biolayer is captured, which gives a sensitivity of 4 nm/nm. The longer wavelength extrema shift less, e.g., the second minimum at \( \lambda_2 = 670 \text{ nm} \) shifts only \( \Delta \lambda_2 = 11 \text{ nm} \).

In the next section we will detail how the sensitivity depends on the core separation and fiber length and show that we can obtain a record sensitivity of 20 nm/nm by increasing the separation to 3 holes.
3.2 Sensitivity

Here we calculate and compare the sensitivities obtained for 1, 2, and 3 hole separation between the cores of the dual-core mPOF, based on the simple principle of tracking the resonant wavelength shift of transmittance as a function of the biolayer thickness, using the methodology described in the previous section. Because the coupling length increases significantly when going to a 3 hole separation, we will consider both a 7 cm coupler and a 15 cm coupler. We will consider only a wavelength window of 500-900 nm, so if a capture of biomolecules blue-shifts a given resonance outside the window, then this point is not included in the sensitivity curve.

The sensitivity can be expressed as \( S = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\Delta t} \) (nm/nm), where \( \Delta t \) is the change of the biolayer thickness when the antibody biomolecules are captured, which in our case is 5 nm. We have so far used an antigen sensor layer of thickness 40 nm in order to compare directly the sensitivity of our biosensor with the previous record of 10.4 nm/nm [17]. However, the proposed dual-core mPOF biosensor exhibits similar sensitivity also for a sensor layer of thickness 10 nm, as confirmed in Fig. 6(a) for the case with one hole in between the two cores (blue triangles). In both cases Fig. 6(a) shows that the sensitivity is between 1.5 and 1.4 nm/nm at around 550 nm, while decreasing monotonically as the wavelength increases. We have considered a device length of both 7 cm (black squares) and 15 cm (red dots). The sensitivity for the two device lengths will lie on the same curve \( S(\lambda) \), but by going to a longer length one can move further down in wavelength on the \( L_c(\lambda) \) curve in Fig. 4 and thereby obtain a higher sensitivity. However, with only one hole separation the sensitivity curve is rather flat and so nothing is gained by using a longer fiber length, when taking into account that the loss is then also larger. Clearly one hole separation is not enough to achieve a good sensitivity.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity versus wavelength of the dual-core mPOF biosensor for a separation of (a) \( 2\Lambda \) (comparison of 40-45 and 10-15 nm layer thickness for \( L = 7 \) cm), (b) \( 3\Lambda \) and (c) \( 4\Lambda \) between the cores. Square dots correspond to a fiber length of \( L = 7 \) cm and red dots to \( L = 15 \) cm. The solid, dashed and dotted lines are the exponential fitting for each case.
In Fig. 6(b) we show the sensitivity of the dual-core mPOF with two holes (3Λ) between the cores. As expected the sensitivities for the two device lengths of 7 cm and 15 cm lie on the same curve, but the sensitivity is now higher. The maximum sensitivity is now 5.6 nm/nm at 560 nm and again the sensitivity decreases monotonically. However, the slope of the S(λ) curve is much steeper, as shown in Fig. 4(b), and thus there is much to be gained by operating at shorter wavelengths. Thus the maximum sensitivity for a 7 cm device is 4.0 nm/nm at 610 nm, while increasing the length to 15 cm allows to operate at a shorter wavelength of 560 nm and thereby increase the sensitivity to 5.6 nm/nm.

By increasing the core separation to 3 holes (4Λ), Fig. 6(c) shows that the sensitivity reaches a level as high as 20 nm/nm at around 630 nm for the 15 cm long device. Importantly, this sensitivity is twice the hitherto record of 10.4 nm/nm using FWM [17].

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a dual-core mPOF suitable for label-free and selective biosensing. The evanescent wave sensing is carried out inside the holes of the mPOF, which makes the sensor robust, while the dual-core functionality means that no post processing of the fiber is required as e.g., when using grating-based sensors. The basic operation principle relies on tracking the shift of an extremum in the transmittance when the sensor captures a layer of antibody biomolecules.

In our design, we considered a PMMA mPOF with a hexagonal hole structure with a hole diameter of 1 µm and a pitch of Λ = 2 µm. We calculated the coupling lengths for three different dual-core mPOFs with 2Λ, 3Λ and 4Λ core separation and a fixed fiber length of 7 cm and 15 cm. All the design parameters of the dual-core mPOF design are feasible for fabrication and operation and no selective filling is required. In order to verify the appropriate length of the device, we experimentally measured the loss of a single-core mPOF with the same characteristics as the proposed dual-core coupler.

Our results demonstrate that the sensitivity increases with increasing the distance between the solid cores, as also observed by Town et al. for planar structures in a study of refractive index sensing [31]. The distance of course cannot be increased indefinitely, given that the structure has to fit into a preform of a realistic size below 80 mm, where we use 60 mm, and given that hole sizes less than 1.5 mm are impossible to drill sufficiently deep to obtain a long enough preform. A further limitation is in terms of loss, given that the necessary length of the fiber increases with increased core separation.

The sensitivities of the most sensitive dual-core mPOF with 4Λ distance between the cores is for example 20.3 nm/nm at the He-Ne wavelength 633 nm and 8.9 nm/nm at 850 nm, where cheap CMOS technology is available. At these two important wavelengths the loss of our fiber is around 0.15 dB/cm and 0.07 dB/cm, respectively. This is acceptable when considering device lengths less than 15 cm. We note that, the loss can be reduced further, as described in Section 2, to levels less than 1dB/m, as reported by Large et al [29].

Our record sensitivity of 20.3 nm/nm, i.e., a shift of the resonant peak of transmittance of 20.3 nm per nm thickness of biolayer, is therefore obtained for experimentally very feasible design parameters. The sensitivity is twice the hitherto predicted record of 10.4 nm/nm for a MOF-based biosensor, which required longer fiber lengths and a high-power laser [17].
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